
 

The Sleep Advisors Announces the Best Cheap
Mattresses of 2024 for Budget-Conscious Consumers in
the UK

Tuesday 30 April, 2024

The Sleep Advisors, a trusted authority in sleep consultancy and mattress reviews, has officially released
their much-anticipated list of the best cheap mattresses available in the UK for 2024. This
comprehensive guide is tailored for budget-spenders who seek quality sleep without the high-end
price tag, showcasing top picks that promise comfort, durability, and excellent value.

After rigorous product testing and analysis, The Sleep Advisors have curated a selection of six
standout mattresses that cater to various sleeping styles and preferences. From memory foam to hybrid
models, this guide covers a wide array of mattresses that provide optimal support, comfort, and cooling
properties, ensuring there is an option for every type of sleeper.

Highlights from the 2024 Best Cheap Mattress Guide:

Best Overall: The Hypnia Essential Hybrid Mattress stands out for its luxurious feel at a fraction
of the cost. It combines premium memory foam with extra tall pocket springs, offering zoned
support and excellent pressure relief. A cooling, quilted cover makes it ideal even for hot
sleepers, and its affordability is enhanced by frequent sales and the option for refurbished
purchases.
Best Memory Foam: The Emma Original Mattress shines with its three layers of foam, providing
support, breathability, and comfort. It's particularly favorable for side sleepers due to its
pressure-relieving properties and high-quality build at a competitive price point.
Best Pocket Spring: The Silentnight Just Breathe Eco Comfort Hybrid Mattress does not use
any foam but offers robust support with large springs, making it perfect for back and stomach
sleepers. It's also highly breathable, thanks to eco-friendly materials and design.
Best Value: The Origin Hybrid Mattress uses advanced materials like bamboo-infused wool and
a Hexagrid system for added comfort, making it a high-value choice often available at significant
discounts.
Best Cooling: The Simbatex Essential Foam Mattress features graphite-infused memory foam
that helps manage temperature effectively, a great option for those who sleep warm but prefer
foam mattresses.
Best Orthopaedic: The Happy Beds Signature 2000 Pocket Sprung Mattress combines luxury
materials like lamb wool and silk with practical features such as side vents and quality springs for
enhanced comfort and support.

Connie, a CPD certified Sleep Consultant at The Sleep Advisors and a veteran product tester, states,
"We believe that everyone deserves a good night’s sleep, and price shouldn't be a barrier. Our 2024
guide for the best cheap mattresses in the UK reflects our commitment to helping consumers find
high-quality options that won’t stretch their budget."

The Sleep Advisors also emphasize the importance of considering personal sleeping habits, mattress
firmness, and material when choosing a mattress, providing a toolkit within the guide to assist
shoppers in making the best choice for their comfort and health.

The full guide, along with detailed reviews and additional sleep-related content, is available on The Sleep
Advisors’ website. Consumers can also benefit from exclusive discounts and trial offers included in
the reviews, ensuring they receive the best deal possible.

About The Sleep Advisors

The Sleep Advisors are experts in sleep health and product reviews, dedicated to helping people achieve
better sleep through science-backed advice and comprehensive product evaluations.
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